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Background
The Impact Measurement and Visualization (IMV) Team at the UNC Health Sciences 
Library (HSL) partners with the UNC-Chapel Hill community to demonstrate collaboration 
and expertise in research, education, and clinical care.  
This poster describes the team’s collaboration with the graduate program at the 
UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy (ESOP) during the fall of 2017. The team conducted 
a series of bibliometric analyses of ESOP publication citations to inform the following 
graduate program questions: 

• With whom are ESOP faculty collaborating?
• What are the areas of research specialization and overlap across the five ESOP 

divisions?
 » Chemical Biology and Medicinal Chemistry (CBMC)
 » Pharmacoengineering and Molecular Pharmaceutics (DPMP)
 » Pharmacotherapy and Experimental Therapeutics (DPET)
 » Practice Advancement and Clinical Education (PACE)
 » Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy (DPOP)

Specifically, analyses examined and visualized: 
•   Collaboration patterns among ESOP faculty, students, and UNC-associated researchers.

•   Topics of study within and across divisions, as indicated by faculty research output.

Methods
Scope
For this analysis, we focused on two aspects of research output:

• Co-authorship analysis - examines collaboration between ESOP and UNC-affiliated 
authors with whom they have collaborated, as presented in article-level citations

• Topic Analysis - examines author and index keywords, with high frequency of 
occurrence, and the proximity of term use within a set of citations

Tools
• Scopus, Excel, VOSviewer 1.6.5

Data Collection and Process
• Publication search in Scopus citation database
• 66 Pharmacy faculty names provided by the School of Pharmacy
• Publication Years:  2012 to 2017
• Search result total:  1858 citations
• Author and topic analyses for each of five divisions and across the divisions.

 » Combined author analysis across divisions. See Figure 1.
 » Combined topic analysis across divisions. See Figure 2. 
 » Research topic keyword mapping to division codebooks of high-level education terms. 
See Figures 3 and 4. Keywords were index keywords plus author keywords when no 
index terms were assigned.

 » Division faculty review of division keywords to improve topic term mappings and 
exclusions for final division topic analyses. See Figure 5.

 » Analysis of keyword overlap across divisions to identify research areas shared by 
more than one division. See Figures 6, 7 and 8.

Lessons Learned
• Best case: Have faculty or unit supply the publication lists. Publication counts need to 

be complete when shared with faculty. Comprehensive publications collection can be 
very time intensive depending on research area.

• Challenges: Data cleaning of Scopus data can be time intensive. Excluded unnecessary 
fields (e.g. references). Large author/affiliation fields are problematic for Excel. Author 
disambiguation is a recurring challenge. 

• As in this project, it is essential to partner with faculty or unit and identify key contacts 
for input and feedback including:
 » Key stakeholders to identify project goals, and to review and provide feedback on 
iterative analyses/visualization/mappings.

 » Domain experts to review topical terms for consolidation and importance.
• Research topic keywords do not necessarily map with complete fidelity to education         

program keywords.

Results
The team completed author collaboration and topic analyses for ESOP’s five academic 
divisions and prepared an interactive dashboard of research topics across these divisions. 
These analyses were incorporated into the work of the ESOP Graduate Program Visionary 
Committee and presented at a graduate program retreat in February 2018. See Figures 1 
through 6.

Figure 2. Combined Topic Analysis for Five ESOP Divisions: Keyword Occurence Over Time

Figure 1. Combined Author Analysis for Five ESOP Divisions

Figure 3. PACE Division Topic Analysis: 
Keywords NOT Mapped to Codebook Terms

Figure 4. PACE Division Topic Analysis: 
Keywords Mapped to Codebook Terms
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Figure 5. Final Topic Analyses for Five ESOP Divisions

Fig. 6. Areas of Overlap: DPMP / CBMC / DPET Fig. 7. Areas of Overlap: DPOP / PACE / DPET

Figure 8. Interactive Dashboard: 
Top 25 Keyword Terms by Division 
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